FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD PRIDE PROJECTS

1. **How much will it cost me if I were to sign up for this project?** There is no cost to you other than maybe supplying some refreshment/snacks for the volunteers assigned to your house. The City pays for the cost of the material/equipment and volunteers provide the labor. The City does expect you to assist the volunteers to complete the project on your home.

2. **How much time is involved in completing this project?** We typically start the project day at approximately 7:00 a.m. and our goal is to complete the project no later than 1:00 p.m. the same day.

3. **Who is eligible to participate in this project?** Homeowners and tenants (with permission from the property owner).

4. **Who is not eligible?** If you are a property owner and your house is for sale, you will not be eligible to participate in this project unless you donate $200 for cost of supplies.

5. **Give me examples of enhancement projects that may be included in this project?** Exterior house painting, placement of gravel (in front/side area only), clearing debris (front and back), fence/gate repair and bulk trash pick-up.

6. **Do I have to be at home during project day?** Yes, but if the homeowner is not available, an adult representing the owner must be at home on project day.

7. **Do we get to pick our own paint colors?** The City has 2-3 neutral paint choices available. The resident can choose between those paint choices.

8. **Do we get to pick out our own rock?** The City gets one color/size rock for the neighborhood. The City chooses a popular color that is neutral.

9. **What is expected of the resident?** The City asks that your property be maintained and kept free of city code violations after the event.